Cherokee Tribe Expels ‘Blacks’??
Mercury is coming Direct and Truth abounds: One cannot be black and Cherokee, is amongst
recent and undeniable exposures of truth, such as the Supreme Court Ruling that Mandatory Health
insurance is unconstitutional; Supreme Court Ruling that you cannot violate the constitution
(Amendment IX case); the Exposure of the Mortgage Fraud; and our favorite, the California Superior
Court Ruling that a traffic photo is NOT official record.
The Cherokee ‘Nation’, announced that they were expelling Blacks, and, that black people were always noted as slaves!! Cherokee is a mis-pronounced tribal (family) name, however, you cannot have
a Tribe without a Nation! There is no such thing as black indians being the people who comprise a
nation, and there is no such thing as the Cherokee Nation, the correction is the Cherokee ‘Tribe’ expels
‘Blacks’. What now for all of those ‘blacks’ who no matter where they go, insist on being and interjecting themselves as ‘black’, and who are being expelled? They will be, and have always been expelled from civilization, from the land and resources, and from any solace, nor will they ever be able to
take their place amongst the affairs of man, as long as they claim to be black, as black is NOT a party
to the family of nations. Further study, study, study, indicates that it is right to say that 'blacks' are
slaves. However, upon such study and research Blacks, negroes and slaves referenced in congressional
records did not mean the Moorish / African descendants who are referred to today as blacks, negroes
and slaves. Those records are referring to the blacks, negroes and slaves as being the albion, European
immigrants called erroneously ‘white’ people today. There has always been a concern as to what to do
with the slaves.

Seeking Sovereignty
Those who have sought solace and sovereignty under the ‘so-called’ Cherokee nation and still wanted
to be black, are faced with the truth of information that not only can they not be black indians, neither
can the European immigrants find sovereignty under the so-called Cherokee Nation and other so-called
Indian nations. Sovereignty cannot exist without nationality. Additionally, there exist a distinction of
‘Federally Reserved and recognized Indian tribes’, and Native Americans.
Indian is a brand along with negroe, colored and black, as we have heard many, many times over the
years. It does not indicate a nation or national. The aborignal and indigenous people were branded as
Indians and placed on reservations as Federally Reserved Indian tribes (families and family
names). This is clearly referenced in Clinton's Presidential Executive Order #13107 of 1998 on
'Implementation of Human Rights' Section 4 (c) (v):
(v) developing recommended proposals and mechanisms for improving the monitoring of the actions by
the various States, Commonwealths, and territories of the United States and, where appropriate, of Native Americans and Federally recognized Indian tribes, including the review of State, Commonwealth, and territorial laws for their conformity with relevant treaties, the provision of relevant information for reports and other monitoring purposes, and the promotion of effective remedial mechanisms;
Note: Whether the Executive Order and its intent holds weight in Law or not, is a different study matter for another time, however, it is made clear that there exist a distinction between Native Americans and Federally Recognized Indian tribes. Federally reserved indians are under a limited and defacto jurisdiction and they cannot make
Treaties in that status. They have been duped and hoodwinked.

About Expatriation
Those who call themselves blacks or descendants of Africans could never be citizens of the United
States of America, as is supported in the 13th Amendment and the Dred Scott case. Those who call
themselves indians could never be citizens of the United States of America, because so-called indians
and so-called black people, in their flesh and blood form, are one in the same, aboriginal and indigenous, therefore they cannot be patriot citizens in need of expatriation from the United States of America. This is an obvious contradiction and absolute conflict. (Read the Two Congressional Force Acts

of 1790 and 1791 and then the famous speech from Chief ‘Joseph’ in 1796 – “I shall Fight No More
Forever”). Anyone who says they are expatriating, or repatriating must ask themselves what are they
expatriating from, and what are they Repatriating to? Ex-patriation and Repatriation has absolutely all
to do with European immigrants and Naturalized people. Everyone in these parts (North America) are
subject to the Moorish Dominions, this is TRUTH and is supported in Congressional Records, inclusive
of the Articles of Confederation, prior to the Constitution, wherein the Articles of Confederation are
mentioned in the Constitution as being valid still against the Constitution (Article VI). Therefore the
so-called Indians actually came out from under the protections of the Law of the Land, inclusive of the
Articles of Confederation, and made other contracts that clearly have no sovereign power and gives
them no relief.
Indians NEVER MADE TREATIES, as Treaties can only be made with the Sovereign, of which the
United States of America and the Feds never were, neither is an 'Indian' . Any valid agreement DOES
NOT SAY 'Black Indians', or black anything, thus there is no honoring of such agreements that either
doesn’t exist, or does not exist as Law. The Feds or Federal Government are not sovereigns. They are
an administrative department, if you will, that assist in bringing all Territories, states, union states,
etc. under the Constitutional Fold of Government. They have no power greater than the Supreme Law
of the Land -- the Constitution. 'Black' Indians are not sovereigns. “Black” is a present day interjection
from those who want to be referred to as 'black'. It has no national or international validity or sovereignty - EVER!! Sovereignty comes with nationality, or rather cannot exist without nationality, just as
a tribal family name cannot exist without a nation. The Nation here which holds the sovereignty for the
people is the Moorish Nation, and as a Moorish National, as these are the Moorish Dominions, in fact
this is the Moorish Empire (check Congressional Record Convention of Madrid). Therefore claim your
Nationality and Aboriginal and Indigneous Status and your seemingly lost estate comes with it. Status
and estate are the same thing. You cannot have an estate without a status. You cannot have a inferior
status and claim your estate. Your status is your standing in society, which is the Sovereigns of the
Land, inclusive of the estate, your estate is the inheritance of the land for your posterity forever more, as
is mentioned in the preamble of the Constitution that was ordained by the people, FOR the United Sates
of America.

Accepting contracts and agreements with the subordinate who have no sovereign power, and making
contracts calling them Treaties simply does not cut the mustard, if you will, and as is evident in this
'situation' with the so-called Cherokee Nation and so-called 'black' people. As well, many amongst the
so-called indians who are truly in tune with their ancestral roots, have regretted making such contracts
and agreements including the more recent one in regards to casinos. This is why there are many socalled Indians rescinding those agreements to breakaway from the United States of America, and have
identified Genocide as the greater part of the reason. They recognize that they cannot appeal to ask permission from defactos. However they cannot make up something new either, you are what your foremothers and forefathers were without doubt or contradiction and no man can change the descent nature
of another. These are the Dominions of Moors, the Moroccan Empire, not to be confused with the Moroccan Kingdom, of which a Kingdom is subordinate to an Empire. Everyone here is under the Moroccan Empire, Moorish Nation, dominions of Moors, which operated here prior to the European immigrants and which, gave authority for them in the first place, to be here, and established the North America Republic Constitution as the established Law of the Land to bring them into the fold of government.
It really is just that simple. That is why they violate the Constitution, as they are violating the Law.
They are the Law breakers, the outlaws.
The Naturalized European immigrants, and any other classes of citizens come under the Moorish Nation, whose culture and history is inclusive of the ancient teachings and spiritual knowledge. The Iroquois long houses were the constructed lodges wherein the Europeans were being taught in North Amer-

ica. The same teachings that taught the European, was then locked out by the European and established
as secret Masonic (Ma and Son) Orders. These teachings were inclusive of the spiritual knowledge and
the 'science' that was taught to them. To be conscience is to have sense, as con means with, and science
means sense, thus one has common sense and operates under common law. Common sense is the highest science known to man, and common law is afforded to all.

It is not a matter of what you think, or believe as much as it is a matter of Law, of which Law and
History cannot be separated. Thus, we all must study, study, study. For those who think a common rule
needs to be established amongst all the factions of the people and their ‘beliefs’, it is important to recognize that that has already been done, and it is the constituencies for North America, the North American
Republic Constitution, the common law of this land that you are presently on, as such, it protects
your Rights of birth here. The Law does protect the innocent. You must know what the law is, and
what it is not. In its written sense, ignorance of the law is no excuse.
.
So... Mercury is absolutely unraveling from retrograde and bringing the truth direct. So much
was exposed while it was retrograde. More interesting is the overall astrological cast wherein the day
the Sun went into Virgo (Virgin Mother), it kissed her and her womb trembled (recent earthquake) and
then the waters of her womb swelled, and the entire east Coast flooded. It is the new birth – new day.
The East Coast was once widely referred to as Virgo or Virgin land, and was called in its entirety Virginia - the Virgin land (from whence the earthquake came). Note: the quake happened 6 minutes after
the sun of righteousness kissed the virgin mother, of which 6 is the number of the Mother, the 6th day of
creation (Friday), ruled by Venus (the eastern star or rather the star in the East). Venus is the cosmic
Mother who rises in the day and the night. As well, six reversed is nine, which is the number of the
womb, and put them together you get the spiral, or, if done horizontally, you get the symbol of cancer, ruling the 4th house of mother, representing the breast z.

z
"One Mothers breast have given you suck"
Mother of All is truly cleansing sins, of which lack of knowledge is a sin, as it can never assist
in our wisdom, because wisdom is the application of what you know. We are now under examination as the wrath of Allah (All Law) is upon us all.
It is absolutely necessary for everyone to worship (work their ship) under their own vine and
fig tree (roots).
"Study, Study, Study, and when you have studied well and would ask me
what to study next, I would reply, -- Study yourself”
— Prophet Noble Drew Ali
Of the Cherokee Tribe (Family) himself

